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Case: 45083 Index Codes report

Created a new report: Additional Reports -> Index Codes. This is functionally the same as the FOAPAL Codes report but for Index
codes, to show their default values and status.
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Global Changes That Affect All Applications

Case: 53313 Hyperlinks with styled backgrounds

Added the ability to apply a hyperlink style to 'All Values' of a given field. This allows the system to apply the style at the column
level (ex. if you want the background color of an entire column to be set a certain way regardless of what values are in the data),
instead of the cell level, which should improve performance since the system won't need to check the value of each cell in each
row before applying each style.

Case: 53333 Allow mandatory datagrid columns on data entry pages to be turned off

Mandatory columns on data entry pages can now be de-selected on the Advanced Options tab. This will force the page to run in
read-only mode, but will allow for other reporting functionality such as grouping/xtab/aggregation.

Case: 53456 Virtual Columns preventing use of de-selected columns for non admins

Fixed a bug that was preventing all users from seeing de-selected columns when creating a Virtual Column.

Case: 53554 Ability to share Pinned Reports with Master Role

Added the ability for Pinned Reports to be shared with the Master Role (if it is flagged as a group).

Case: 53615 Unable to Delete or Copy record in Single Record view

Fixed a bug where the Delete and Copy buttons would work fine in Grid View but would always be grayed out when in Single
Record View.
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